**Editorial**

**A Dash into the War Zone**

The dispatch of United States naval forces to Iceland from present-day sources indicates that this move is part of a broader strategy to extend defense into war zones. With the threat escalating, nations are taking measures to secure their interests, and cooperation between the United States and its allies becomes even more critical.

---

**Bank Deposits Hit New High**

TOKYO, July 9 — Deposits at banks of the capital reached a record high of 3,049,500,000 yen when they were estimated for the fiscal year ending March 31. The figure was 1,050,000,000 yen higher than the previous fiscal year. Deposits in the capital and the 10 largest cities increased by 1,000,000,000 yen.

**Police Shoot Twelve Nazis in Canal Zone**

PANAMA CITY, July 9—Twelve German citizens were reported killed in the Canal Zone, the local police force at the time said, when the Germans' papers were checked. The German officials reported that the papers of the men were checked and as a result, they were arrested.

**Resistance toSubmit to Examination inFyal**

Ten countries to take part under Japan.

TOKYO, July 9—Ten nations, including the United States, will take part in the examination of the papers and effects of the Japanese nationals, the government announced today.

**Building Height Limited**

Tokyo, July 9—The government has limited the building height in the city center to 300 feet. The measure is aimed at reducing congestion and improving the living conditions of the citizens.

---

**Shimono-Seki-Mt. Tunnel Is Connected**

Railway minister sets off blast from Fyal.

---

**Japan’s Diet Men Coming Tomorrow**

Tokyo, July 9—A delegation of Japanese Diet men will arrive in the United States tomorrow, according to reports reaching here. The delegation will include leaders of the Japanese Diet, aimed at strengthening the diplomatic relations between the two countries.

---

**E. K. Fernandez Show Arrives This Morning**

The E. K. Fernandez Show will arrive in the United States this morning, according to reports reaching here. The show is expected to tour the country, entertaining the public with its unique performances.

---

**Celebration Stopped by Japanese Raids**

CHING KU AI SHI FORCED TO HOLD BIG CEREMONY.

Honk Kong, July 9—Japanese bombing from the southern coast has forced the cancellation of the Chinese New Year celebration in this city.

---

**Asked To Call For Convention**

The Department of Public Welfare is considering a call for conventions of all members of the organization.

---

**Four to Represent Japanese in Hollywood**

The selection of the four representatives to the Hollywood Film Bureau was announced today. The representatives will be chosen from a list of candidates.

---

**Sideshows Include Mrs. Raymond’s Performing Canaries, Harry I. C. T. Wilson’s Jugglers, Comedians, Photographers**

The sideshows included Mrs. Raymond’s performing canaries, Harry I. C. T. Wilson’s jugglers, comedians, and photographers. The show will last nine days, beginning Friday, July 11th.

---

**To Drug Addicts**

To the drug addicts, the following message was sent:

**Judd to Speak at 23rd Conference**

**Defense Bond Quiz**

What is the price of a Defense Bond?

At the first United States, a bond is sold at $10. A defense bond will increase in value in ten years, increasing the value of the bond.

**Class of ’27 Will Meet at Hilo Center**

The class of ’27 will meet at the Hilo Center at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11th. The meeting will be held in the Hilo Center at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11th.

---

**For Defense Bonds**

UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS

ON SALE AT YOUR POST OFFICE OR BANK

---

**Hemispheric Difference Is No Obstacle in U.S. Defense Stand Says Pres. Roosevelt**

President is Non-Committal On Future American Action On Azores and Other Atlantic Bases

WASHINGTON, July 8—President Roosevelt disclosed at a press conference today that United States defense of the western hemisphere will not be measured by geographical considerations, pointing out that there are points outside of the United States which are highly strategic and important to the United States defense, thus making it impossible to limit the scope of U.S. defense action through such a definition.

---

**Defense Bond Quiz**

What is the price of a Defense Bond?

At the first United States, a bond is sold at $10.

**Class of ’27 Will Meet at Hilo Center**

The class of ’27 will meet at the Hilo Center at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11th. The meeting will be held in the Hilo Center at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11th.

---

**Big Island United YBA Elimination Talkfest**

Rut Fuchigami, Eisei Tsubotani, and Yaro Taniwaki, all of the Big Island United YBA, will be at the Big Island United YBA Elimination Talkfest tomorrow morning. The talkfest will be held in the Hilo Center at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11th.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

Red navy and air fleet reported victories over German RAF force in Baltic and Russian official communique.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

MOSCOW, July 8—In an official announcement, Soviet Russia today issued a communique that German thrusts toward the one-time capital of Russia, Leningrad, at one point today about 190 miles from Parnawa, and other enemy wooden ships were driven off by the Leningrad, air forces, reported against the loss of only five Soviet ships.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

It was also reported that the Italian, a Russian government-controlled organization, that the Soviet navy and air force succeeded in holding off German attacks on the Baltic Sea and Bight Bay regions.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

The five Diet members from the United States, including Senator Thomas Hart, Senator Daniel P. Moynihan, and Representative John F. McCloy, participated in the territorial youth associations. The home ministry and cabinet regulations is expected to divide territorial YBA  conventions in Ginza be limited to twenty offices throughout the country to be limited.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

Mr. and Mrs. Hyakutaro Kato of Tokyo also attended the Hilo YBA convention.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

One Panamanian police officer, Mr. Colombia, was engaged in the Hilo YBA convention.

---

**SOVIET ARMIES GERMANY THRUSTS ON ALL FRONTS, RUSS OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE**

Mr. and Mrs. Hyakutaro Kato of Tokyo also attended the Hilo YBA convention.
CHAPTER XII

Loring studied the tip of his cigar. Rodman, waiting for a word, followed the man's gaze with a pencil in hand and, swiveling the tip of his pen, said, "You don't have to call me 'Old Man.'

"I was just thinking about Nina's death. It's strange how things happen. She looked so happy when she came to the hotel yesterday. I wondered why she was so interested in that pool.

"It's a link, after a fashion." Loring put his cigar to his mouth. "I've been thinking about it. There's something about the way she was found. It's like following an eel through a pipe. Where did she go? What happened?"

"What I'm thinking about is young McLeod. Who was lost in a trans-Pacific air race promoted by the Hotel Quillan."

"No one has been reported missing, and I don't think anyone is going to look for him. I haven't been able to get any information from the police."

"Nina, recently had a serious quarrel with her. On the basis of that, Joel Markham, who operated the hotel, was in the garage."

"I see."

"And we're going to check into that." Loring lowered his voice. "I want to know what she meant by that, too."

"What about it?"

"I'm sure it's connected with the pool."

"But why?"

"I don't know," Loring said. "It's a link, after a fashion."

"And what's that got to do with the pool?"

"It's a link, after a fashion."

"I understand what you mean."

"I'm warning you now. I've locked him in the garage."

"What good will that do?"

"He'll be locked in."

"What for?"

"I'm not telling you."

"Why not?"

"I'm warning you."

"I won't give you any more trouble."

"I see I'm going to have to warn him against meddling," Loring said. "What good will that do?"

"He won't meddle," Loring said. "I've locked him in the garage."

"What's that got to do with the pool?"

"It's a link, after a fashion."

"What do you mean by that?"

Loring stared back sourly, as if in sudden decision. "Since it's bound to come out, I'll try not to have a scandal."

"What for?"

"I don't know," Loring said. "It's a link, after a fashion."

"I see."

"I'm moving out to the West Coast."

"I understand what you mean."

"I'm going to see the police."

"What for?"

"I'm going to see them."

"What about it?"

"I'm going to see them."

"I see."
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Laws Affecting Island of Hawaii or Having Special Interest to Its Residents

EDITORY NOTE: It will be some months before the laws passed by the 1941 session of the legislature will be made available to the public.

Hawaii has had the good fortune to be governed by a law-making body that has the public interest at heart. The secretary of the territorial legislature has the duty of seeing that all the laws which bear directly on the County of Hawaii, in which the railroads may be of special interest, are printed in the Big Island.
Farewell to Jinxes

EAGLES WIN TWO STRAIGHT IN LOWER JUNIOR LOOP

CRAIG WOOD HOPES HE'LL"BEAT THE LAST OF HIMSELF BESTED BY JINXES" HE'J JUST ADDED ANOTHER CROWN TO HIS MASTERS CROWN

BUCCOS RALLY TWO RUNS IN 9TH TO WIN 7-6

Williams is Star in Game

HOMERS IN FINAL INNING TO ENABLE AMERICAN LOOP TO WIN

Crescents Take On Pirates In Crucial Senior Game

PIRATES WIN TWO IN STRAIGHT IN LOWER JUNIOR LOOP

Senior Circuit in Three Games Today

SAMMY SNEAD QUALIFYING QUALITY

Buccos Upset American Loop in Nine Inning Thriller

STEAMER

赦in

Buccos Win Two in Straight In Lower Junior Loop
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Mainichi Sportorial

After dropping two of the first three of the four-game series, the Buccos, baseball team of the Honolulu Scottish baseball league, regained themselves as they came back Sunday with two triumphs over Crescents and Pirates. The visitors bowed to Crescents and Japanese AC in the first game of July series.

In the holiday games, Crescents won 10 innings to toss out Braves 4-3, but in the nightcap the JAC showed that the supposed superiors were outdone. The NPCs batters in scoring their win rallied nine runs in the eighth inning after trailing 4-3 to pin.

Despite their defeat in their first two games, the Bross showed plenty of power at bat as Captain Mama was credited with two home runs in one game and Pitcher Kusagawa got one. Several other players connected for triples and dou-

bles.

It goes without saying that Joey "Lefty" Cirillo, former of the Wholesea Pirates, has improved tremendously in the last year. Although losing his only game and only game here against the Crescents, Joey pitched Story ball giving only 4 runs on 13 innings. Had a few bounces but the command was well below expectations on Sunday. The first two defeats undoubtedly had a lot to do with the attendants on Sunday as the big swimming meet that was held on the same day.

We don't know whether or not the local football circuit was played in the red or over the Bross series, but unofficial re-

ports said that the Junior Chamber of Commerce did okay on the swimming meet.

***

Did you see the HBC Water Carnival? If you didn't you sure miss a treat of fun, for hundreds of kids took part in the novelty and fun races which were all enjoyed by the contestants as well as the spectators.

This Water Carnival is being held every other day from July 7th until sponsored jointly by the HBC Recreation Committee and the American Legion.

Such aquatic sporting events as the Water Carnival, and the showboat and championship boat races pro-

cessed on the same behalf together and in turn should work toward creating a swimming pool for Hilo which is very readily lacking.

The Department of the Navy, the HBC Recreation Committee and the other organizations of Hilo which are working under much handicap to sponsor aquatic sports in Hilo.

(Continued from Page One)

sections of the war front, but the positive move of American influence to the Far East at this time should be of tremendous help in boosting the morale of the people. In fact, President Roosevelt's decision to occupy tempo-

rarily the north Atlantic island brings about benefits to Britain in more ways than one.

Much will be made of the importance of America's oc-

cupation by American naval units as a move to stop Hitler's spread to the North Atlantic, but from a practical standpoint, this claim by the罗斯福 administration is being put forward for effect and seems to be a lack of better and more easily acceptable reason than anything else. The principle and real reason behind the president's move is to increase and increase the patrol service in the north Atlantic, for the benefit of British ships and incidentally and secondly "Fast Hitler" to the British, in occupying a possible stepping-

off place in Germany's attempt to threaten North America, if and when such an undertaking should be attempted by the Nazis.

More than anything else, the President's decision to oc-

cupy Ireland with U. S. forces should be taken as the adminis-

tration's determination to carry the war into the enemy's territory by increasing aid to the Great Britain. In short, the oc-

cupation of Ireland by the American navies should be consid-

ered as the first, direct, U. S. move against the Germans, stretching the help-hands of America to the British into the European war zone, disregarding the certain increase of possibilities of American participation in the present conflict as a "shooting ally" of the British.

The danger of actual fighting in our attempt to aid the British, may well be considered in spite of the past. From now on, America will be engaged in winning the war in this country even if it has to go into the war with "both arms flying."
布哇毎日

突衝大の入独

米国の対独攻勢に対して
独立軍事的対策に出

赤軍主力を包囲

赤軍進撃の最中

獨軍の作戦想以上進拍

獨軍進撃の進を阻止

独機、矢土に急襲

全線、終夜の激戦

赤軍南進の進を阻止

独機、矢土に急襲

今や急速に進拍

赤軍十四万を撃滅

米のソ聯助策

日独に輸出の伯國物資

米国で全部買占め決定

日独進撃を下熱炎

領占を増補に遂

保険の隊部領占事項
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